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Available at www.robinspielberg.com and Amazon.com
$15.00 CD / $9.99 digital download UPC: 761528001626
Retailers contact CPIdistro@gmail.com, 440-333-2208

his dictionary is written
by Kaya, one of today’s
most eminent specialist
in dream interpretation, assisted
by over 100 of his students,
who are doctors, psychologists,
therapists, linguists, teachers
and specialists in many fields.
This dictionary helps us discover in great depth the most
common symbols in dreams
and signs. Each word is analyzed in detail with its physical
and metaphysical characteristics,
and a synthesis defining the
+ and the – of each symbol is
included.
With this book, we enter the very heart of
our memories, our potential, and the probabilities of what we
may become.
Universe/City Michael www.ucm.ca
$31.45 Soft Cover ISBN 978-2-923654-25-6

The Urantia Book
The New Jesus Gospel
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Matter of Death
and Life deals with
a subject that touches
all of us and the illusion of
death—what really happens to
us when our physical bodies
cease to function and, more
importantly, how we plan all
our lives to make the most of
our brief time on Earth.
“Nobody ever ‘dies.’ When
this body you are currently
inhabiting ceases to function,
and an earthly life can no
longer be maintained by it,
you, the real you, your soul
if you will, simply leaves that
body and returns to your home
in the dimension next to this one.”
D. L. Kline lived a fairly ordinary life until an unexpected psychic
awakening at the age of 60. Now he is writing a series of books
about his spiritual journey to help others find their own paths.
www.BalboaPress.com www. davenjasper.com
$12.99 Soft Cover / $5.99 Ebook ISBN 978-1-5043-8046-1

Over 800,000 in print

W

elcome to the literary
masterpiece that answers
questions about God, life
in the universe, the history and future
of this world, and the life of Jesus.
The Urantia Book harmonizes
history, science, and religion into a
philosophy of living that brings new
meaning and hope into your life.
If you are searching for answers,
read The Urantia Book!
The world needs spiritual truth that
provides individuals with a pathway
into a personal relationship with God.
Urantia Foundation
The book describes an endless destiny
$19.95 Softcover
ISBN 978-0-911560-51-0
for humankind, teaching that living
$24.95 Hardcover
faith is the key to spiritual progress
ISBN 978-0-911560-07-7
and eternal survival.
www.Urantia.org
The last part is the inspiring story of
Jesus’ life and teachings as never told before. It includes his birth,
childhood, teenage years, adult travels and adventures, public ministry, crucifixion, and 19 resurrection appearances. When you read his
story, you’ll find your own life purpose invigorated and transformed.

Order from your local body/mind/spirit bookseller

